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ABSTRACT

1

The world is experiencing a monumental
change in its moral topography. An ethical earthquake of significant magnitude seems to be
rearranging people s life-styles. Out of the social
landscape a great divide is emerging creating an
enormous moral watershed. Individuals families,
communities, and nations are increasingly experiencing circumstances and influences that compel

agency by experiencing the opportunity of
making choices.
2 Self-identity: Acquiring a positive confirmation
of who we are and what we are capable of
doing and becoming.
3 Self-discipline: Exposure to personalities, rules,

them to live on one side or the other of this divide.

4

'

,

,

A migration appears to be under way in both
directions. People are running to and fro looking
here and there-some climbing up and others sliding down the inclines. As inhabitants of the earth
,

we are in moral commotion.

In America there is a struggle between two
factions over who is going to control the context
for legal and social decision-making. One school of
thought maintains that the governing principles
espoused in the Declaration of Independence the
Constitution, and the Bill of Rights are inseparably
related to moral imperatives which are derived
from natural or divine law. They maintain that the
vitality of the governing principles in the foundation documents will be lost if they are separated
from the moral imperatives to which they are
linked. Adherents to the other school may or may
not acknowledge a natural or divine power. What
they do agree on is that the founding documents
do not embrace moral imperatives, but only contain rational guidelines for preserving conditions
that leaves man as free as possible in his social
,

interaction. The

moral neutralists hold that the

Constitution should be viewed strictly as a normative but morally neutral instrument subject to
changes and interpretations dictated by the evolving social context.
The proponents of the first position maintain
that a document devoid of natural, unchanging
moral standards is powerless to sustain or promote
the moral prerequisites necessary for continued
personal freedom. Adherents to the second position proclaim that assuming the existence of such
moral standards and permitting them to rule restricts and destroys personal freedom. An important strength of the first position is that it allows
the existence of opposition-of two points of view.
An important weakness of the second position is
that by definition it permits only one point-of-view
protection under the law, a position which eventually removes morality from society.
This monograph assumes that the moral imperative position creates the context which best

honors man's freedom and provides for his optimum happiness. With this in mind, seven educational aims that are extensions of Constitutional

principles and would be nurtured under a constitutionally based model are these:
1

.

Freedom

to

act: Affirming the feeling of

.

.

.

and principles that elicit self-control and
individual governance.
Mutual respect: Promoting the disposition to
treat others as we would like to be treated.

Self-development: Experiencing growth through
acquiring and demonstrating proficiency in
knowledge and skills that contribute to
personal and social satisfaction.
6 Personal responsibility: Preserving and protecting the rights, properties, and privileges of
5

.

.

all individuals.
7

.

Self-reliance: Exerting sufficient creativity,
labor, and frugality to sustain one's self and
his or her legitimate dependents.

An educational model for pursuing these objectives in harmony with the role of the home and
the church is necessary. This model explains the
process of values acquisition, stages of moral
development, the impact of environment and culture, the influence of life-style patterns and the
types of educational policies necessary to make the
model function properly.
Individuals can evaluate the conditions exist-

ing in their school or district by using the moral
education assessment form and the program rating
checklist provided on pages 21-23. These may
assist interested parties in determining whether or
not what they have is what they want and if theconditions existing or the changes occurring in
their community school system are in accord with
their desires.
Patterns in the moral fabric of America are

becoming so distorted and the influencing variables
so numerous it is difficult for educators to identify
a defensible position-a position capable of commanding a reasonable public concensus. An increasing public dissatisfaction appears common in localities where expanding curriculum and tougher
teacher demands push tax assessments to crises
levels. Increasing interest in private (nonpublic)
schools has made some form of voucher system
attractive to many patrons. Providing a choice
between modern (liberal) and traditional (conservative) schools within the same school district is

another experiment attempting to meet the diver-

gent desires of the public. There is growing evidence that changes such as these may prevail and
may ultimately replace our present public school
system. The intent of this monograph is to propose
an alternative that may avert the necessity for such
radical changes, at least in some communities or
regions.

INTRODUCTION
2

Moral Perspective in a Dividing Society
Quarter Century of Crisis-A.D. 1975-2000

shoving, and stepping on others as they go not
knowing exactly where or why. Where is safety
and with whom should we lock arms in this jostling
,

,

Moral perspective is a powerful force. It will
shape the world in which we live during the
twenty-first century. The foundation of our future
is being carved right now-during the final quarter
of the twentieth century. These twenty-five years

are proving to be days of division, an era of subtle
but significant separation. The world is now experiencing a monumental change in its moral topography. An
ethical
earthquake of significant
magnitude is rearranging our life-styles. We may or
may not be aware of this transformation, but it is
occurring nevertheless.

Years of Social Separation

crowd?

Pressures for Accelerating Change

Communication, transportation, technology,
affluence, leisure, literacy, and other such elements

are combining to influence the directional decisionmaking of the masses. Today, the opportunity for
thousands and even millions to hear about, experience, and almost simultaneously consider the same
ideas is commonplace. This grip on the group mind
is accelerating the rate at which things happen in
society because what people think about heavily
influences how they behave. Our accelerated rate
of change is creating more than the discomfort
which Toeffler called future shock." It is creating
moral myopia. It is not the change itself that is
necessarily negative; it is our unpreparedness to
,

Out of the social landscape a great divide is
emerging. Like a giant mountain range it is slowly,
almost imperceptibly but definitely rising upward,
creating an enormous moral watershed. Individuals
families, communities, and nations are increasingly
experiencing circumstances and influences that
compel them to live on one side or the other of
this divide. Much of the agitation we feel in our
homes, on our jobs, and in our personal relationships with others is rooted in the moral stress
created by this tension toward social separation.
Our daily decisions about what is right and what is
wrong are moving us toward or away from the
circumstances that will bring us satisfaction and
peace of mind.
,

"

handle it-our immaturity. We seem to lack the

moral perspective to control the load being delivered. Force-feeding large segments of humanity on
a menu prepared by special interest groups is
dangerous. The resulting glut can cause moral
constipation. Eat this, do this, buy this, go here, be
there, try this, have you, would you, can you, and
dozens of other commanding phrases are screaming
in our ears, flashing before our eyes, and constantly confronting us with pressures to decide now
-not later Immediate gratification is the name of
the game. Conflict is inevitable. Anxiety rises to
.

precarious levels under these conditions. Moral misMoral Commotion

takes are easy to make in high intensity fast moving, self-centered artificial environments. The dim
ethical light generated by an overly materialistic
society often contributes to poor vision and nearsightedness. increasingly people are burning where
they could be building taking where they could be
giving, wasting where they could be conserving,
hoarding where they could be sharing avoiding
where they could be confronting. The evidence is
abundant. Talk to firemen in large cities to social
workers policemen, judges, school teachers, grocers, and those who staff our hospitals. The consequences are apparent. We are fast becoming a
people divided.
,

,

A migration appears to be under way in both
directions. As inhabitants of the earth, we appear
to be in moral commotion. People are running to
and fro, looking here and there some climbing up
and others sliding down the inclines. Look into our
faces. See the timid ones-quiet shy, and unsure as
,

,

to which

direction to

move

a mild frustration

,

flickering in their eyes. Observe the content and
happy ones; apparently they are satisfied with their
location and are pleased with the purposes they are
pursuing. See the carefree, frivolous, and curiousseeking after the good time; eating drinking, making merry, and taking little thought for the morrow. Observe the ones in pain suffering anguish,
and frightened by fears they can t quite identify or
control. Look at the lethargic and morose-groping
aimlessly, slowly, apparently stunned by what they
have experienced. Finally view those who are full
of anger and defiance-moving roughly pushing,
,

,

,

,

,

,

,

'

,

,

Polarizing pressure groups. There are a number of evidences that society is being morally
divided into two camps. One of these is the

increasing prominence of groups expressing extreme positions. School boards, legislatures, town
councils, and various other bodies are confronted

3

less and less by representative committees and
more and more by groups expressing extreme
positions. Increasingly, the proposals of these

groups are reflecting either/or points of view, often
punctuated with emotionally charged physical
demonstrations. Everybody ought to drink fluoridated water or no one ought to drink it; remove
the restricitons on movies or set up a censor board;
strip the school curriculum back to basics-reading,
writing, and arithmetic-or expand curriculum to
include sex education and coed physical education
classes. Women ought to be liberated or they
already are. The daily papers are full of evidence

warning us that polarization is well under way.
777e split student body. Another sign can be
documented by talking with school children in
nearly any neighborhood-especially junior high
school-age youth. During the 1950s there were
some very proper straight arrows and a few
leather jackets" at school. But students generally
represented what is called a normal curve-the
majority of the student body was in the middle.
Since the 1960s, this pattern has been changing.
The "happy days" image is not as prominent. The
social picture in most schools is now reflected
better by what evaluators call a bimodal curve. The
student body is dividing itself into two distinct
segments-those who are drawn toward traditional
"

"

"

moral values and conservative conduct and those

who are attracted to a more liberal and sometimes
criminal-oriented counter culture. There is a moral

war being fought in the schools. Violence and
disruptive behavior, symptoms of this moral conflict, are increasing at an alarming rate. Students
are now being confronted with the necessity of
choosing between two societies at school. The
middle road is fast disappearing. The increased
number of police officers now patrolling the halls
of public schools is an illustrative response to this
condition.

Political ideologies. A third indicator of separation is the ideological division in the political
world. One example of this is the radically opposed
economic theories of the communistic East and the

capitalisitc West. Another example is the revolu-

dormitory cohabitation. Boys and girls not only
went

to

the

same

school,

but

used the same

bathroom and frequently the same bed. This flood
of familiarity found a bizarre expression in the
freaky streaking fad of the early seventies. Sex
became a subject of public preoccupation. Quite a
number of changes took place. Mod clothing long
hair on the male homosexual marriages women's
,

,

,

liberation, a female obsession with careers outside

the home, birth control, the legality of intentional
abortion and a rash of sex change operations raised
numerous questions about the role of male and
female in society. The answers to these questions

have been unclear, but the division of opinion in
the public mind is not hard to discern.

More laws than we can obey. A fifth dividing
influence in society is the legislative explosion. We
are living in societies that are making so many laws
and modifying so many ordinances that is is impractical, if not impossible, for people to learn
about them, let alone obey them. Our legislative
bodies not only make laws-600 to 1 000 every
two years in the United States-but they create
other agencies that create additional regulations.
The results are mind boggling. In the United States
for example we have at the federal level alone
approximately one hundred regulatory agencies
that have been created by congress. These agencies
are constantly creating rules and regulations. There
are 144 volumes of these regulations. Reportedly
no one has ever counted the number of specific
regulations in these volumes. These 100 agencies
are costing tax payers in excess of 100 billion
dollars a year. A big concern in political circles at
the present time is how to regulate the regulators
that have been created. We not only have agencies
created to create agencies but we are now passing
laws to control laws that have already been passed
The paperwork ("red tape") alone associated
with these agencies is suffocating. The cost of
forms and reports required by the government
exceeds 40 billion dollars a year. This does not
count the cost to the private sector. Eli Lilly and
Company, for example, spends 5 million dollars a
year filling out 27,000 government forms. Back-up
,

,

,

,

,

.

tionary spirit that is driving the new and largely

research for these documents costs another million

undeveloped nations toward independence. These

This

so-called third and fourth world countries are also

company spends on cancer and heart disease re-

adding to the divisive spirit in the final quarter of
the twentieth century. Political independence is

A fourth

search combined. Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
spends 21 million dollars annually on government
mandated paperwork. Nearly every enterprise is
affected by these bureaucracies and the costs are
passed on to the consumers. General Motors, for

evidence of division is the role confusion existing
between the sexes. During the 1960s an increased
spirit of collegiate coeducation ended in a norm of

new car to cover these costs. On its payroll GM has
22,300 employees, whose only task is to satisfy the

seldom

achieved without a

moral

decision that

divides the competing parties.
Role confusion between the sexes.

.

task

consumes more

man

hours than the

,

instance, currently adds $200 to the cost of every

4

government s demands for reports.1

outside the law. Their primary product-crime-is

We may become slaves to legalism. There is a
slow but definite retreat away from government by
principles toward regulation by edict. Men are

increasing so fast and in so many forms and
varieties that our methods for keeping track are
inadequate. Murder rape, and robbery are increasing far faster than the population Cities are being
burned block by block. There is little question that
crime is dividing our social order and creating a

'

increasingly taking legal advantage of one another
because of their words. Lawsuits are commonplace.

There seems to be more legal energy spent on how

to get around the laws than there is on how to
sustain them. These characteristics of our legal
environment are signs of moral deterioration as
well as social division. A society governed by
lawyers and legalism rather than by statesmen and

,

.

culture of its own.

The family-a house divided. Another cleav-

age that is separating society is the divergent
feelings that exist regarding the family Many are
.

saying that marriage and the traditional family unit

character is a morally sick society.

are obsolete. Some are attempting to demonstrate

Changes in religion. The liberal changes in
religious theology are a sixth sign of the division
separating mankind into two camps. The current

that this is the case.

popularity and rapid growth rates of fundamentalist religious movements simply reflects the fact
that the majority of churches have rejected or
redefined many of the traditional beliefs, principles, and doctrines which they once held. The
marker symbolizing this transition from conservative to liberal thinking in religion-the point at

control

Divorce vasectomies, birth
,

devices, drugs intentionally childless
unions multiple careers, and numerous other notions are having a powerful influence on the family. A few writers are now talking about a childless
generation and describing the current impact on an
,

,

increasing number of aging adults who are being
cheated out of becoming grandparents This attack
on the family, which many have called the funda.

mental unit in society is also dividing society.
,

which they crossed over the divide-could well be

the cover of Time magazine on April 8, 1966,

A Strategy for Survival

which asked in blood red letters on a black back-

ground, Is God dead? Many ministers seem to have
accepted a positive answer to this question and
have modified their religious programs accordingly.
Public polls indicate Americans still believe in God,
but the cohesiveness of this belief is much more

mercurial and much less evident than it was at the
turn of the century.
The underworld and the overworld. A seventh

influence is symbolized by the multiple locks we
see on doors of homes and apartments. These
chains and latches are mute evidence to the fact

The implications of what is going on around
us is sobering. It naturally raises such questions as
these: What should we do? What can we do? If in
,

fact

there is a division occurring in our world, how
do we protect ourselves from unnecessary pain?
,

How do we discern which direction to travel in

order to get on the side of the divide that will bring
us the most happiness on the long haul? These are
good questions, and I believe there is a good
answer. The strategy for survival is simply this:
Acquire cultivate, and maintain moral perspective.
Moral perspective is available to everyone. It
doesn't require wealth, position or power. It does
require desire courage, and effort. It is not limited
by creed, color, or religion. Whether we are bond
or free, male or female, young or old the protecting and saving influence of moral perspective is
,

that we feel the world is composed of enemies as
well as friends. Some areas in which we live are

,

considered off-limits after daylight hours. A stroll
in the park is no longer something to sing about
and extol in romantic terms. There is, apparently, a

second society out there that lives off the world

,

,

which most of us have known. It is a society that

available to us-if we want it and will honor it after

has its own leadership, its own citizenship, its own
rules of entry, its own enforcement agencies, and

we receive it.

its own code of conduct.

ness in poverty and peace in prosperity. Without
moral perspective neither happiness nor peace is

Law enforcement personnel have talked about
this second society for some time. They have called
it the underworld-a hidden or half-hidden society

that operates in secret and in the dark of night.
This pattern is also changing. Illegal activity is
increasingly becoming a white collar and daylighthour transaction. No rates of population increase
in the world can compete with the rate of the

population explosion under way in this shady
society. Increasing numbers of people are being
initiated into the ranks of those who operate

Moral perspective enables one to find happi-

possible, among the poor or the rich. Moral perspective is more valuable than anything else
humanity in general has at its disposal. It can
preserve our health, strengthen our marriage, protect our family improve our business, safeguard
our community and save our nation. It is the only
tool with which we can really build a better world
,

,

.

Without moral perspective love will never live long
enough to rule our lives. The alternative is avarice
and hate. Indeed these are days of decision.
,

PART 1
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Moral Perspective and Educational Practice
Moral and Values Education

During the past two decades an international
resurgence of interest has been manifest in moral
and values education.

In Great Britain the focus

has been on discriminating between moral and
religious training. The questions have clustered
around defining delivery systems. Educators have
debated whether the approach should be evangelical confessional, nurtural, or educational; that is,
what should one emphasize in developing a commitment to right over wrong, proselyting for conversion? activating through fellowshiping? nurtur-

assessing the current status of moral education in a
particular school or school district. Recognizing
that full explanations and analysis are not possible
in a brief written document, five seminar discus-

sions have been prepared to assist interested parties
who desire an in-depth exploration of the subject.
These seminars are described on the outside back
cover.

,

The Reason Moral Education Becomes a Dilemma

ing development? or didactically informing the
individual in an intentionally objective and hope-

Understanding the roots of moral education
helps explain the sensitive and often intense feelings associated with the subject. Moral has to do

fully scientific manner?

with right and wrong. Right and wrong are a priori

In Russia the struggle has been directed toward maximizing an understanding of strategies
that permit and promote optimum positive out-

matters; that is, what people think is right and
wrong is the result of assumptions people make or
principles they adopt. Another way of describing
this is to recognize that something is right or wrong
because . . . And it is in the explanations people
give following the because" that one discovers the
source of disagreements and confusion surrounding

comes from indoctrination. Rather than the Euro-

pean term moral education, Russian educators have
been wrestling with the concept of "moral upbringing" and all that might entail. In the United States
the periodical literature has been dominated by
two contesting theories: moral development and
values clarification.

How one accommodates the

growth process and decision-making rights in a
democratic and pluralistic society is the focus of
the issue in America. Each country seems to shape

its strategy for coping with moral decay in light of
its unique cultural and political heritage.
The bottom line in every instance has been

the absence of a unifying consensus. Critics of the
major theories seem to have successfully established that no one school of thought adequately
describes a pattern that all could follow in rearing
good men. The epilogue of E. B. Castle s meticulous historical review raises this question: "Is it
possible to discover any general principles on
'

which an effective moral education can be founded?

The

opinion.

answer

must

remain

a

matter

of

2

"

The purpose of this monograph is to demonstrate that inherent in the American heritage is a
context capable of embracing a model for moral
education which comfortably accommodates the
differing roles of the home, the church, and the
community. Part one briefly reviews the socio-legal
context that promotes moral education in a pluralistic society and identifies forces which threaten its
continued

existence.

"

moral education.

Sometimes it is possible for people to agree
on the right or the wrong and to disagree on the
because." For example, two women may agree
that it should be permissible for mothers to work
outside the home. They may disagree on why this
should be permissible, however. One may feel she
should be allowed to work in order to provide
sufficient income to feed and clothe her family;
the other may feel it is right because it permits her
to escape the drudgery and responsibility associated with rearing a family. There may be a sense of
agreement and cooperation under these circumstances even though total unity is lacking.
When there is disagreement about what is
right and what is wrong, however, cooperative and
peaceful relationships are much less likely. This is
probably true because disagreements over right and
wrong usually include disagreements over why
something is right or wrong as well. When people
disagree over what is right and wrong and also why
it is right and wrong, conflict is common. This is
"

the cause of much of the confusion associated with
moral and values education.

Government and Moral Education

Part two outlines a moral

education model which fits the context of freedom

established by the Founding Fathers and conforms
to the most established research findings. Seven
specific moral education aims are described and a
check chart and assessment form are provided for
,

The concepts of government and morality are
very much interrelated. Morality has to do with the
ability and tendency to distinguish between right
and wrong. Government has to do with the power
of sanctioning the reasons or assumptions that

6

"

justify right and wrong-the because" discussed
above. People may decide what is right and wrong,
but, historically, it has been governments that have
exercised the powers to rule on the correctness of
the people's desires. It is the government that has
tended to rule on matters of disagreement and has
provided the reason why that is to be regarded as
acceptable. For example, two individuals may
decide not to pay taxes. They both may have
their reasons why. But it is the government that
will decide if the reasons are acceptable or
unacceptable.

Two Legal Systems
At the writing of the Constitution there were
two great systems of law in the world.3 The source
of law in the one system is a personal ruler, be he
king, prince, or emperor. This system known as a
,

civil law, was developed by the Romans and set
forth in the Justinian Code (A.D. 534). The other
system is known as common law and maintains

that law originates in the people as a whole.
William Blackstone's (1723-1780) Commentaries
are an approximation of this law as it was practiced
in England during this period.
Civil law holds that the titular ruler is sover-

eign-the source of final authority. Common law

What Is Moral Perspective?
Perspective is seeing something in its relationship to other things. Driving a car in extremely
foggy or stormy weather with visibility near zero,
helps one feel the value of perspective. It is very
difficult to stay on the proper side of the road, or
,

even on the road, when the center line and the

edges of the pavement are not visible. Safe and
accurate movement are closely related to proper
perspective.
Moral has to do with right and wrong. Moral
perspective, therefore, refers to the notion of
looking at things in terms of their relationship to
right and wrong. We are not born with moral
perspective, but we are born with the capacity to
develop it. And so far as we know, man is the only
creature that has this capacity.
When people do not develop their ability to
see things in terms of right and wrong, their
physical and mental powers become dangerous.
They are very likely to cause destruction. People
may destroy themselves and they may also destroy
each other. Because of this, moral perspective is
not an optional item if we are interested in survival. Ironically, it doesn t seem to be standard equipment either. Nevertheless, moral perspective is
essential if man wants to be happy successful,
civilized, and self-perpetuating.
,

'

,

assumes that the people, as a whole, are sovereign.
Under civil law the people enjoy only those rights

,

powers, and privileges which the ruler feels are for

their good and his advantage. Within this system
the people look to the law to see what they are
permitted to do. Under common law the people
look to the law to see what they may not do
reserving to themselves all rights powers, and
privileges which they do not explicitly give up for
the common good. The finest expression of
common law appears in the documents that established the United States of America as an indepen,

,

dent nation.

Over the centuries, these two systems have
been locked in deadly rivalry for the control of
society. Ambitious and despotic men have found

civil law and its precepts much to their advantage.
Emphasis on common law has characterized those
who were motivated by a love of mankind and a

reverence for freedom. Broadly enjoyed positive
benefits under either system however, depends
upon the presence of legitimate moral perspective
It is the quality of moral perspective that sets the
,

.

Foundations and Moral Ideals-Two Views

Perhaps those who reside in the United States
of America are under greater obligation than the
citizens of any other nation to develop and promote moral perspective. No other nation in recorded history has preserved greater freedom for
its inhabitants than has this constitutional republic.
She is a land of many blessings-a land choice
among all lands-because she was built on foundations that allowed the development and preserves
the existence of superior moral ideals.

When the Founding Fathers penned the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, and
the Bill of Rights, they were very much concerned
about right and wrong-about moral issues. The
Constitution in its proper context embodies the
guidelines for preserving a pluralistic society. It
maximizes personal freedom within the limits
necessary to maintain social order. Some individuals view these documents as recepticals in which

tone for the legal structures man creates to assist

have

him in fulfilling his desires.

assumptions or principles. In other words, they
perceive the stipulations of these documents inseparably attached to specific, though unstated,

been

stored

a

selection

of

crucial

moral

7

"

because" explanations which justify the rights
and wrongs identified.
Other individuals-especially during the past
century and a half-disagree. These individuals hold
that correctly understood, these foundation documents are devoid of inherent moral suppositions.
They maintain that the Constitution should be
viewed strictly as a normative but morally neutral
instrument subject to changes that might be dictated by evolving social context.
Those who hold the first position tend to
acknowledge a divine power, to view man as a
creation of God, and to presume that this divine
origin carries with it certain rights and responsibilities-some of which are inherent in the founding
documents. Those who hold the second position
may or may not acknowledge a divine power or see
man as his creation. What they do agree on is that
the founding documents do not contain moral
imperatives, but are merely guidelines for preserving conditions that leave man as free as possible in
his social interaction.

The proponents of the first position maintain
that a document devoid of natural, unchanging
moral standards is powerless to sustain or promote

the moral prerequisites necessary for continued
personal freedom. Adherents to the second position proclaim that assuming the existence of such
moral standards and permitting them to rule restricts and destroys personal freedom. We live in an
era where these two views are dividing society, not
only ideologically but, increasingly, geographically
as well. America s future may well be determined
by the rate at which this clustering of divergent
groups takes place. Communities who want constitutional government in what they feel is its old
purity and integrity will arise as alternatives to
communities dominated by those favoring government in a context of moral neutrality.
'

Which View Prevails?

It is the writer's observation that during the
first 125 years following the organization of these
United States of America, the moral imperative
school of thought dominated American thinking.
Since that time, it appears, a serious erosion of this

position has occurred, and during the past fifty
years it has fairly well dominated the professional
intellect in America. The extent to which the

general public has endorsed the moral neutrality
position seems unclear. What is more evident,
however, is a very observable and increasingly vocal
dichotomy. The crucial issue in America appears to
be whether or not this nation will be able to retain

a context for legal interpretation that allows
equal opportunity for opposing points of view to
function.

From Blackstone to Bentham

In much the same way that Justinian codified
Roman

civil

law,

Sir

William

Blackstone

(1723-1780) of England organized English common law. Blackstone gave voice to a position that
allowed common law as a product of the God-given
law (natural law) to survive. He acknowledged the
existence of universal law-a body of immutable
laws of nature which conveyed to man certain
absolute rights. This high law was the context in
which common law was to function. Even though
Blackstone's Commentaries reflected the inconsis-

tencies of English common law and Blackstone
himself seemed to favor a concentration of author-

ity in Parliament, he did mirror John Locke's
assumption of divine standards as the measure for
the validity of common law.
A younger contemporary of Blackstone,
Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832), disagreed with the
Lockean-like4 position represented by Blackstone.
He supported a reconstruction movement in legal
interpretation. He expressed a utilitarian notion
that proclaimed that the object of all legislation is
to secure the greatest happiness for the greatest
'

number. Bentham s utilitarianism was constructed

on a different set of premises than those espoused
by proponents of natural law. In the place of the

higher law with its implied divine origin, Bentham
substituted

an

ethical

hedonism.

He maintained

that happiness is synonymous with pleasure and
that pleasure is whatever each individual considers
it to be. The evil of a crime, therefore, is proportionate to the number of people who are victimized by it-the less the social pain, the less the
punishment. Under this assumption motives become largely irrelevant in criminal law, and sexual
offenses such as promiscuity, prostitution, and
homosexuality are not crimes and should not be
punished.
Jeremy Bentham was distressed by many of
the social conditions he encountered in eighteenth
century England. His plan for resolving these inequities was to shoulder government with the
responsibility to establish a welfare state. He proposed free education, guaranteed employment,
"

"

minimum wages, sickness benefits, and old-age
insurance.5

Blackstone was less of a force in legal thought
in Britain than he was in the United States, where

his influence was dominant during the 1800s. Since
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the turn of the century, however, the movement
from Blackstone's assumptions to the premises of
Bentham have been very evident in United States
law. The shift is significant and has serious implications for moral education. It requires that the
moral ideals seen by some as inherent in the
Constitution be ignored and that the Constitution
be reinterpreted or amended to fit utilitarianism.

(1973). In it he explains why this word is seldom
used any more. The demise of the word is traced
along an interesting path.
Menninger maintains that "sin" as a term
began to disappear when responsibility for dealing

with transgressors passed from the church to the
state. When offenses were committed under the

rule of the church, they were called sins. These
same offenses committed under the rule of the
state are called crimes.

An Ethical Erosion?

For the past several decades it seems that
America has been deluged with a flood of utilitarian materials designed to create a new mood in
which to view and interpret its basic documents.
Charles Beard and others caught up with the
acceleration of change in society have sought to
demythologize" United States historical roots-to
remove ideas which represented ideals and replace
them with explanations representing practices.
"

The second step occurred when professionals
began to suggest that the behavior exhibited by
some of those committing crimes looked like the
product of illness. It seemed absurd to punish a
person, or to have that person punish himself (feel
guilty) if he was sick. Actions that were the result
of illness, they argued, could hardly be called
crimes; they were more like symptoms. Sins became crimes, crimes became symptoms, and everyone knows that symptoms are the result of disease.

The question then became, Where does disease

Some observers claim this has created an ethical

come from? The answer was obvious. Diseases are

erosion. The American heritage has been reinter-

caused by a faulty environment. How can a person

preted for its citizenry. The foundations for legal
interpretations have been reconstructed.
experiences of many of our national heroes has

be responsible or to blame if he contracts a disease
from his enviornment? Isn't it the people who
create the enviornment that are really at fault?
There we have Dr. Menninger's story of how an

been cut down and removed from the historical

individual's act of sin came to be considered the

hillside. Numerous modern historians, educators,

result of a disease caused by the negligence of the
public who created the faulty environment. Responsibility was transferred from an individual
whom you could identify and hold responsible to a
public you could not identify nor hold responsible.
How can justice possibly be administered in a
setting like that? And what happens to moral
perspective in the absence of justice?

The idealism

associated with

the lives and

economists,

philosophers, etc., armed
with
scientific
implements and perhaps impaired by
the myopia of empiricism have compulsively
hacked and dug away at each giant individual tree
"

"

so intently that before they or we realized, a great
protective forest was destroyed. Where once stood
a magnificent landscape of ideal, there are now the
ugly gullies and rock-strewn terrain of carnal practices. Like a child who thinks the only way to

discover how his drum works is to slice through a
drumhead with his pocketknife, we seem to have
been left with a damaged instrument. Perhaps it is
a desire to justify one s own sins that urges the
discovery or invention of real or imagined weak'

nesses in others. Whatever the motive, the loss is

often the same. Moral idealism protects and builds;
the lack of it makes us cynical and destructive.

Whatever Became of Sin?

Karl Menninger provides another example. He
recently wrote a book with the intent of reviving
the use of the word sin. He maintains that we need

this word in order to keep the ideas of guilt and
moral responsibility alive in our modern world.
The title of his book is Whatever Became of Sin?

Eliminating Divergent Views in the Public Sector

The foregoing material illustrates the dominating role that is being assumed by the moral
neutralists. When the prevailing context for legal
and social decision-making comes fully under the
control of relative pragmatism, there will be no
room for two positions regarding moral matters.
The challenge is not to make the legal profession
responsible for creating morality, but, rather, to
see that it avoids becoming the instrument preventing its development.
The sequence of events leading away from
moral reinforcement in the public sector may have
been subtle, but it is also quite simple. The primary

step was to remove the idea of opposition-of right
and wrong. The more one can obscure the idea of
standards or imperatives that establish these two

1
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positions-right and wrong-the less one is able to
define morality. If there are no standards, there
can be no right or wrong. If there is no right there
can be no wrong. Everything simply becomes a
composite in one-everything is relative to itself a
stalemate. For example, there can be no such thing
as morality because there is no such thing as
immorality; no incorruption because there is no
corruption; and, sadly, no happiness because there
is no misery. Such a framework is certainly an
illusion, but embracing it is possible because it does
have a short-term attraction even though its ultimate consequence is chaos. There can be no vitality in a society that fails to maintain standards
which identify opposition-right and wrong. It will
decompose and cease to exist.
,

,

,

The Crucial Issue

Central to all this discussion is the issue of

control over the context for legal and social decision making in the United States. If those who
subscribe to the moral imperative school of
thought prevail, it will be possible for opposing
points of view to exist. They may need to exist in
separate communities, but the possibility for opposition will be preserved. If the moral neutrality
school succeeds in obtaining full control of the

decision-making context, there will be only one
position protected under the law. This will be the
position that ultimate standards for right and
wrong do not exist; therefore, they cannot be
protected or preserved under the law. The only
legal alternative is some form of license-action
free from restriction. The final legal rule is this:
There is no definite rule; there are only situational rules which are determined by a decision-making
context

which

holds there

is no definite

rule.

Caprice and whim replace standards, and stability
and security are removed from society. Morality
under these circumstances is destroyed by definition, and the principles established by the Constitution to preserve a moral context are left at the
mercy of relativism.

plane that requires them to voluntarily serve others
beyond and sometimes at the expense of self. John
Adams said, "Our Constitution was made only for
a moral and religious people. It is wholly inade-

quate to the government of any other. 6 The style
and practices of a government are but the reflection of the moral desires of the people. People
ultimately end up with the type of government
they deserve. A declining moral perspective in this
or any other nation will inevitably reveal itself in
the form and function of its government.
"

A Dividing Society Creates Crises in Government
When a society is divided by the morality of
its people, a crisis is created by the demands that
arise for separate governments. Moral people will
not long tolerate immoral leaders, and immoral
people
cannot
consistently
sustain
moral
leadership. People who believe that every man is a
moral law unto himself soon become irritated by
counter actions of individuals who adhere to a set

of moral standards requiring the conformity of all.
Men who uphold the notion of set standards may
be appointed to leadership by people who favor
unrestrained individual actions but the personal
desires of the latter will eventually clash with such
standards. As the whims and wishes of gratification-oriented people are blocked there is an inevitable tendency for power to be exercised in preference to morality. The result: a redefinition of the
rules and regulations to accommodate the desires
,

of the thwarted parties. Abraham Lincoln observed

this process in action and expressed the biblical
warning that a house divided against itself cannot

stand.7 The prevailing moral perspective of the
people ultimately determines the structure and
function of their government.

Substituting Human Practice for Moral Ideals

The influence of idealogical explanations popThe United States Constitution Will Work Only
with Moral People

ularized since the early 1900s by the writings of
individuals such as Darwin in biology, Bentham in
law, Beard in history, Watson in psychology, Freud
in psychiatry, Marx in economics Bultmann in
theology, Dewey in education, and a host of
,

People tend to be governed by the level and
type of government they are prepared to embrace.
External force will inevitably prevail where people
choose a life-style that demands external force to

control them. Cleverness, with all its inequities
will prevail where men will not rise to the moral

,

philosophers, have established a new basis for
moral thought. Collectively, these men and many
"

who

share

their

intellectual

"

orientations

have

tended to substitute human experience and judgment for moral ideals attributed to a divine source.
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The consequences of these substitutions on the

moral tone of the nation have been significant. The
liberality created by situational ethics-every man
independently determining right and wrong in
terms

of his own

situation-is

reflected

in

the

'

country s social mores. The new social mood com-

bined with a life-pace accelerated by rapid technological change and marked increases in affluence
seems to have made America dizzy. Her moral
perspective appears very fuzzy. Confusion is com-

regulations concerning adult entertainment, liquor
by the drink, para mutual betting, massage parlors,
etc. The quality of conversational honesty and
openness is neither synonymous with nor an adequate substitute for virtue. It will not protect
society. Moral values are fundamental, and openly
expressing conflicting values does not resolve the
consequences of these differences. Some positions
are in fact incompatible. Commitment will eventually force a confrontation.

monplace.

Options
Is Civil War Inevitable?

In each of the nation's major institutions
trouble has erupted on a scale that is difficult if
not impossible to comprehend. At the root of
these numerous conflicts lies one primary fact: As
America shifts her basic perception away from the
traditional moral ideals and looks instead to the

practices of the majority (or a vocal minority in
some cases) as a basis for legal and social decision
making, she is becoming a divided society.
Not everyone wants to make this move. Consequently, there is a division occurring in the
citizenry. Those who are embracing the hedonistic
shift are demanding changes in government that are
fundamentally unacceptable to those clinging to
the traditional value structure. This is laying the

For more than a century America unitedly
worked hard, acknowledged God, and collectively
reached for the ideals defined by the Founding
Fathers. During the past half century however, her
posture has visibly changed. Policies in vogue now
cause a growing proportion of the populace to
reach out instead of up-asking something for
nothing. By past standards the nation teeters on
the brink of moral bankruptcy and by open policy
is living off a financial indebtedness that unborn
generations must inherit. God is dead or irrelevant
,

to the American intellect. The courts of the land

are cups filled to overflowing with the iniquity that
exists between citizens. The prognosis for realigning the slipping fault that is changing the moral
topography in America is not good. The options

foundation for civil conflict. The forces of value

are obvious and the solution is simple, but the

expression are insuppressable. Unless they are
tempered by morality they will lead to anarchy
and subsequent despotism.

likely outcome is not the most desirable. My
observation is that there will be good news and bad

,

If current trends continue

news.

ultimately find itself divided not only ideologically and socially, but in all probability geograph-

If the population, individually and collectively would return en masse to the "fundamental
principles essential to the security of individual

ically as well. "Birds of a feather will flock togeth-

rights and the perpetuity of free government,

,

this nation will

,

"

Those who desire to live in communities with
traditional standards and strive to conduct their
er.

lives in accord with specified rules of conduct will
be drawn together. Likewise there will be a clustering of those who demand an environment where
their personal moods, whims, and impulses can be
exercised without the constraint of specific moral

regulations.
At present it appears we are yet in the milling
stage. Only in the larger metropolitan areas do we
observe distinct boundary lines for communities
existing within communities. The massive separation still awaits the appearance of yet unknown
catalysts. But the churning subsurface turmoil is
very real. It is evidenced superficially but none the
less surely in reactions to such issues as television
programming, the school busing program, textbook controversies, and the legislative and zone
,

,

,

,

"
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the moral structure of the nation could be reconsti-

tuted. This is one option, however unlikely. That
would be all good news. The second and more
likely alternative is for a significant proportion of
the populace to consciously begin the search for its
moral moorings resolutely working together so
that many communities could be preserved and
others established as places of refuge for those who
desire to live the moral life. This will take courage
wisdom, and sacrifice. It can be done; that is good
,

,

news. It will, however, leave the land filled with

large and small pockets of discontent and conflict
where angry and militant counter-cultures will
pursue their ends. These will not be content to
leave the

moral communities unmolested; that is

the bad news.

PART II
11

A Model for Moral Education for
Use in American Schools
The Home, the Church, and the School

ployee who serves with loyalty, without causing
damage, and is successful in performing well that

The fundamental unit of society is the home.
In the home, with parents and children, lies the
nucleus of authority and responsibility. The rights
of the individual find nurture and protection first
with his or her parents in a home setting. It is the
home that is the governing agency for humanity.
The home envelops nearly all the functions that
eventually appear as specialities in society. It provides food services, dormitory facilities, recreation,
education, medical treatment, labor assignments,
cultural experiences, and nearly all the common

which he is hired to do. This same pattern holds
for the school. Schools should contribute to the

home; they should be profitable servants, making a
contribution which exceeds their costs. They
should not usurp authority, become insubordinate,
or fail to do that which they were hired to do. The
school should complement the home.

Sources of Trouble

services. Most of the institutions that have devel-

Trouble in employee-employer relationships is

oped in society, including the church and the
school, were originally conceived as service agencies to assist the home in meeting its needs.
We should always keep in mind this funda-

almost always caused by perspective. Conflict may
occur because the employer does not see the
employee the way he should. Or, the employee

mental nature of the home. No other institution or

agency has ever been able to adequately take its
place or fulfill its essential function. Some agenhowever,

cies

,

have

filled

very

important

supporting roles. Two of these are the church and
the school. The church has assisted the home by

providing an interpretation of the spiritual domain
and some help on how best to make use of that
domain to benefit the family. The school has
assisted the home by providing more effective ways
of developing useful skills that benefit the family
intrinsically and socially. In this context both the
church and the school are servants to the home.

They have no rights, however, to impose by force
anything onto the family that the family does not
want.

The Nature of the School

may not view the employer properly. And either of
the two may misperceive the intended task. Any of
these defective perspectives can cause difficulty.
When there is a lack of shared context trouble is
,

inevitable. This is frequently the case in the relationship between homes and schools in America
today. There is an increased perceptual distortion
because the shared context of moral perspective

has been rapidly eroding away.
Teachers and schools are often expected to do
for parents what some feel the parents ought to be
doing themselves. As the role of the school expands, costs increase and parents, as taxpayers,
resist paying the increased costs. Teachers resent
being asked to do more at the same rate of pay.
They organize themselves to strike or apply other
types of pressures to get what they feel are their
just demands. This is one source of conflict: an
ever expanding curriculum, with unresolved questions about responsibility accountability, and
,

financial reimbursement.

Correctly implemented the school in America
is an employee hired by the home through a local
school board, which in turn is supported by local
and state governments that are also service agencies
created and sustained by residents of the home.
The school, being an employee, is subject to many
of the same difficulties that face any employee.
For example, some unwise employers misuse and/
or abuse those whom they hire. Lacking moral
perspective they fail to recognize the employee s
proper role and develop distorted and unrealistic
'

expectations. There is evidence this may be hap-

pening to the school. In some ways the home may
be abdicating its responsibilities and expecting the
school to do what schools are not designed to do.
The school as an employee can be abused. This
should be avoided.

The employee who serves best is the em-

Another major difficulty created by diminishing moral perspective is student conduct. The
philosophy of parenting, the strategy for teaching
in the schools, and the impact of the powerful
peer-group subculture are each bringing separate
perspectives to bear on the issue of student conduct in the school.

Increasing numbers of children are growing up
in the homes of permissive or absentee parents.

These children, living without the influence of
parental expectations that foster a sense of responsibility and an attitude of respect, are entering
schools that promote the use of instructional strategies which depend on high levels of self-discipline
and personal responsibility. The institutionalized
peer group with which these students identify has
become so powerful that it imprisons many youth
in its own fads and antiadult moods and practices.
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The peer group subculture provides a social arena
where students can easily find youthful associates
who reinforce their particular mood and value sets
This may be wholesome and positive but it is
often destructive and negative. The consequences
of the negative forces created by these conflicting
perspectives is obvious-disorder that frequently
borders on chaos. Contemporary news magazines
and many professional journals provide abundant
.

,

illustrations of this disruptive behavior syndrome

.

schools has made some form of voucher system
attractive to many patrons. Providing a choice
between modern (liberal) and traditional (conservative) schools within the same school district is

another experiment attempting to meet the diver
gent desires of the public. There is growing evidence
-

that changes such as these may prevail and may
ultimately replace our present public school system. The intent of this monograph is to propose an
alternative that may avert the necessity for such
radical changes, at least in some communities or
regions.

What Can Be Done?

How to successfully confront this problem is
the number one educational problem in America.
It is no secret that public sentiment against declining standards of morality is increasing. A recent
educational document indicates that the Gallup
Poll has reported lack of discipline as the number
one problem with public schools in seven of the

last eight years.9 The same poll in 1976 listed high
moral standards as the quality most neglected by
both parents and schools. Nearly 80 percent of the
public favor school instruction in morals and moral
behavior, and most people believe schools should
share the responsibility for the moral behavior of
children.

While pressures upon public schools to provide moral and values education are increasing
courts in West Virginia, Texas, and elsewhere are
ruling in favor of plaintiffs charging that in the
process of teaching valuing skills and values, the
schools are violating children s rights and family
,

'

privacy.10 This bind upon public school teachers
and administrators is further complicated by the
confusion created with the variety of competing
explanations and methodologies for teaching

morals and values presented in profess-ional journals

,

workshops, and conferences.

The public says to the schools, Do something.
The schools ask the education specialists what to
do. The specialists tell them. The schools try it and
end up facing criticism and lawsuits. All this

because there are conflicting perceptions of what
ought to be done, how it ought to be done, and

who ought to do it.
Patterns in the moral fabric of America are

becoming so distorted and the influencing variables
so numerous it is difficult for educators to identify
a defensible position-a position capable of commanding a reasonable public concensus. An increasing public dissatisfaction appears common in localities where expanding curriculum and tougher
teacher demands push tax assessments to crises
levels. Increasing interest in private (nonpublic)

A Model for Moral and Values Education Based on

American Ideals
The material which follows outlines a model

for moral and values education designed to
strengthen the role of the school in supplementing- not supplanting-the home and the church in
transmitting traditional American values. It seeks
to protect the school from embracing administrative, curricular, and methodological strategies that
violate the rights of the individual student and
infringe upon the stewardships of the home and
church.

The model presented (a) accommodates most
of the

moral

and

values

education efforts that

already exist in traditional school settings, (b)
provides a rationale for defending and developing
appropriate administrative and instructional policies, and (c) provides a strategy which school
personnel can use in responding to the public
sentiment requiring that values be taught in the
public schools while decreasing the educators vul'

nerability to criticism and lawsuits by students,
parents, and others who claim their rights are being
violated when values are taught in the public
schools. The model is composed of five elements:
(1) an explanation of functional capacity related to
a person s moral maturation, (2) a description of
how values are acquired-the moral learning process, (3) an explanation of the role that universal
and cultural desires can play in the educational
institution, (4) an analysis of the controls that
shape one s life-style, and (5) guidelines for establishing administrative and instructional policies in
the public school as they relate to moral and values
'

'

education.
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A

View

of

Man's

Nature

Consistent with

the

American Heritage

moral basis for his claim to unalienable rights. Man
is not authorized or empowered to alienate-to
surrender, transfer or give away his God-given
rights. This is why they are termed unalienable.
,

William

Wordsworth,

in

his

poem

Intimations of Immortality" expressed a deep and
poignantly human feeling when he said:

"

Likewise, the moral

notion that associated with

"

"

right there is a corresponding responsibility legitimizes several of these principles of
every

Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting:

government.

The soul that rises with us, our life's star,

Not in entire forgetfulness,

In a similar manner, principles enveloped in
these early documents presume certain educational
objectives. Seven examples of aims that educators
could pursue that would be in harmony with a

And not in utter nakedness,

constitutional context are these:

Hath had elsewhere its setting,
And cometh from afar:

But trailing clouds of glory do we come
1

From God, who is our home:

As the poet intimates man can be viewed as a
personality of divine origin who, upon entering
mortality, received a physical body subject to
temporal laws and forces. This physical body is the
product of genetic structures which determine its

2

.

.

3

.

characteristics and control the fundamental processes of maturation. The premortal personality

or spirit is the source of life for the physical body.
It is the invigorating agent following conception
and the missing component when the body is dead.
This personality influences and is influenced by the
capacities of the physical body. Environment is
crucial because it provides the stimuli for human
experience. Because man is capable of both initiating and reacting, he can shape as well as be

Freedom to act: Affirming the feeling of agency by experiencing the opportunity of
making choices.
Self-identity: Acquiring a positive confirmation
of who we are and what we are capable of
doing and becoming.
Self-discipline: Exposure to personalities, rules
and principles that elicite self-control and
,

individual governance.
4

.

Mutual respect: Promoting the disposition to
treat others as we would like to be treated.

5

.

Self-development: Experiencing growth through
acquiring and demonstrating proficiency
in knowledge and skills that contribute
to personal and social satisfaction.

6

.

Personal responsibility: Preserving and protecting the rights properties, and privileges of
,

all individuals.

shaped by the environment, according to his
7

desires.

The intellect of man consists of the enlightenment he receives from embracing truth. This is
accomplished by exercising his agency in the making of correct choices. Reason, therefore, is one of
man s most powerful capabilities, and it can be
exercised both within and beyond the physical
domain. Where reason is exerted within the physical realm, it is customarily called rationality. When
reason is exerted beyond the physical realm, it is
commonly referred to as intuition or faith. Man
has access to knowledge through both of these
'

avenues.

Educational Aims

.

Self-reliance: Exerting sufficient creativity
labor, and frugality to sustain one's self and
,

his or her legitimate dependents.

Purpose and Methods of Moral Education

The purpose of moral education is to provide
optimum positive influences appropriate to the
person s respective stage of development in order
to maximize the individual's ultimate happiness or
'

joy. Modeling, indoctrinating, stimulating, and involvement in legitimate (real) as opposed to hypothetical (simulated) experiences are appropriate
methods to use in helping persons develop from
birth through puberty. Modeling stimulating, legitimate involvement, and reflection are appropriate
methods of moral education to emphasize from
puberty through adulthood. All of these methods,
however need to be used with contextual propri,

From the moral imperative point of view
ideas expressed in the founding documents such as
unalienable rights limited government equal
,

,

,

,

,

ety. The prerogatives of the home the school

claims to justice, freedom from coercion rights to
property, majority-minority protection, etc., infer

the church

linkage to specific moral principles. Assuming that
man has a divine origin 11 for example, provides a

contexts.

,

,

,

,

,

and the community vary. The rights of

the individual need protection in each of these
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Moral Capacity Develops in Stages

teacher now becomes a testimony to the authority
of the principle.

Research evidence confirms what many parents and teachers have observed in every age: as
children mature they go through stages that reflect
increased capacities. This is true in terms of moral
capacity-discerning right from wrong-as well as in
the physical and intellectual realms. Alert observers
have consistently noted that something happens to
a child s capacity to respond to moral issues between ages seven and nine and again around
puberty-ages twelve through fourteen. The recognition of three distinct stages-birth to age eight
age eight to puberty, and puberty through adulthood-is abundant. The three stages of moral capacity can be illustrated by a person's perception
of the sources of authority.1 2A brief review of
these stages may help explain the model under

A vice-principal faces the challenge of moral
capacity when he confronts a seventeen-year-old

'

for parking a car in the faculty parking zone. He
must say,
You can't park in that area." The
student will want to know why. The vice-principal
then has the option of fashioning a response suited
"

for any one of three different levels of moral
capacity.
Because I said so"; this may have satisfied a
six-year-old.
"

"

,

discussion.

Stage one: Birth to age eight. During the
first stage of a child's life he is almost totally
defenseless against the influence of his parents.
What is right and wrong is primarily what parents
and other authority figures proclaim is right or
wrong. Morality for the child in this preconscience
stage is the value structure conveyed to him by the
personalities around him. What they say is right is
right, and what they say is wrong is wrong.
Stage two: Eight to twelve. During this
period a child acquires the capacity to distinguish
between the will of a personality and abstract rules
that govern individuals. He'll notice that his father
slows down in the thirty-five-mile-an-hour zone
and speeds up in the fifty-five-mile-an-hour zone,
and will question discrepancies between the speedometer and the posted speed limit. Children in this
stage like rules. They develop enormous respect for
them and are keenly sensitive to them. Any playground is arbitrated by It's not fair," or "But
,

Because that's a rule at our school"; nine-

year-olds should accept this without much difficulty.

The question residing in the feelings of the
seventeen-year-old, however, is this: What is the
principle from which you derive the rule that
causes you to say students cannot park where
faculty park?

Many adults are ill-prepared to provide answers at this third level of capacity. And most
students are less than satisfied, if not frustrated,
when they are consistently countered with responses aimed at their prior capacities. School programs
and policies that appropriately accommodate the
functional capacities of the students will be much
more effective in improving moral perspective than
those which do not.

Value Acquisition-the Moral Learning Process
The learning theory in this model is developed
around the expression of desire. Desire is the vital
energy in a person-his breath of life. This life

Stage three: Age twelve to adulthood. The
young child wanted to know, Who tells me to do

force called desire is the ability to invest energy
attention, and interest in a situation. The purpose
of education is to shape one s desires. This is
accomplished primarily by exposure to knowledge.
Without knowledge desire cannot be expressed.
This is a central message embodied in the biblical

it?" The accountable child wanted to know "What

account of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden

"

those are the rules."
"

,

are the rules?

"

The teenager wants to know
He begins searching for meanings.
He wants experience, discussion and abstract
thought. Sometimes his search for meaning becomes the question, Why shouldn't I do it?" The
adolescent s feelings about authority are different
from the feelings of children in the other two
stages. The four-year-old sees authority as a personality, usually that of his parents. The ten-year-old
sees authority as the rule that even his parents have
to obey. The eighteen-year-old however, is capable
of perceiving true principles and governing himself
by those principles; the authority of a parent or
,

"

should I do it?

,

"

'

,

"Why

,

'

with its two significant trees-the tree of life and
the tree of knowledge of good and evil.
In the presence of desire and knowledge the
power of choice (exercising willpower) is possible.
As desire is expressed, man becomes subjected to
his own will-the consequences of his choices. The
choices one makes (wills) represent investments of
time, effort, energy, and resources; such investments create value. When a person commits his
,

resources-invests them-he creates values for him-

self. The extent to which a person protects these
investments-these commitments-is what consti-

tutes responsibility. A person is responsible to the
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invest in-what to value-is the substance of moral

Constitution, and the Bill of Rights are all statements related to these concerns. They reveal a
cultural bias which is the American heritage. This
heritage can set the parameters for moral and
values education in the public schools. Propriety in
determining and transporting values is set by one's

education. It is not in the process of investing that

definition of the situation.

men

investment that they need help. How to invest is

and disagreement over the definition of the situation, there will be confusion and disagreement over

inherent

but where to invest for the

what values to teach and how to teach them. Moral

best return is the problem for which they need
guidance. Providing this help is moral and values

values depend on the existence of standards. Where
there is no standard there can be no right or
wrong-no morality.

extent that he protects his commitments-his
values, his investments. Consistently protectingmaintaining-bad investments results in bad character. Consistently protecting-maintaining-good
investments results in good character. What to

need assistance;
in

them

,

it is in

the direction of

education.

If there is confusion

The foundation for moral values in America is

Channeling Human Desires

the heritage assumed by and expressed in its
original documents. The American ethic is an
expression of this heritage. Webster defines ethic as
the discipline dealing with what is the good and
bad and with moral duty and obligation; a set of
moral principles or values; a theory or system of
moral values; the principles of conduct governing
an individual or a group. 13 The Founding Fathers
had great vision. They were well informed on
man s
historical struggle to fulfill his universal
desires. They did not shape the ideals of this nation
out of ignorance or without the consent of the
public, which they represented. As mentioned previously, they consciously avoided the assumptions
of civil law, which tells a person everything he can
do, and carefully embraced those of common law,
which tells a person only what he may not do. Out
of this context comes our freedom. The people
were sovereign. It was assumed that God (natural
law) had given each individual the power and
"

Mankind has marked quite clearly several
general areas as desirable outcomes for human
investment. These areas of concern one can view as

universally desired values. They are happiness suca relationship with a supreme power, a moral
interpretation of experience, some explanation
for the purpose of life, and a continuation of
,

cess,

existence.

The striving of individuals in these six direc-

tions has been significantly shaped but in varying
ways by different cultures. The Christian Hindu,
Oriental, and Aboriginal cultures for example,
,

,

have all rendered their own instructions as to how

the personalities within their influence should in-

vest in order to acquire these universal goals. Moral
education practices not only are subject to these
universal areas of interest but also are shaped by
cultural and subcultural practices and mores. Those
who live in the Eskimo culture follow different

rules for fulfilling these desires than those who live
in England Bolivia, and Nigeria.
,

The American Heritage-A Set of Standards

"

'

authority to govern himself. The individual, by

common consent, can delegate some of this power
to elected officials to perform certain duties which
are limited by the Constitution. People gave to the
government the powers they wished to give, and
they retained what they did not wish to give.

The responsibility remaining with the people
was to see that the conditions outlined in these

Undoubtedly, the most significant cultural

fundamental documents were preserved-e.g., jus-

innovation in modern history has been the estab-

lishment of the Constitutional Republic of the

tice, domestic tranquility, general welfare, life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. The preserva-

United States of America. No other culture has

tion of these self-evident truths depended on re-

developed the unique combination of freedom

taining the spirit and vision (perceptual mood) that
had generated their creation and the people's allegiance to them. The documents are not safe without the protection of that mood. Some observers

,

power, wealth, and balance found in this country.
And like other cultures America has had much to
,

,

say about the way its citizens pursue their universal
goals. It is in the context of these influences that

the school systems pursue their purposes.
Historically, the very formation of this country was developed around specific definitions of
how the universal purposes of man could best be
pursued. The Declaration of Independence, the

cite evidence that indicates America

'

s heritage is
suffering serious erosion, and they offer detailed
accounts of how this has occurred.14 A valid
model of moral and values education for use in

America's schools needs to be based upon sanc-

tions inherent in the heritage bequeathed by the
Founding Fathers.
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Personal Conscience and Social Responsibility

and must be preserved and perpetuated. As school

Social responsibility must be developed on

the foundation of personal conscience. The history
of modern legal philosophy records two views of
moral justification. The first viewpoint holds that
there are higher laws which are given by divine
revelation or discovered by intuition and reason
against which all human legislation needs to be
measured. A human law is just only if it is in
harmony with these higher laws. The emphasis
under this natural law is on individual responsibility. The second viewpoint denies the existence of
higher" laws. It maintains that laws and political
institutions are merely instruments for promoting
the common good, however that may be defined.
This utilitarian position emphasizes the importance
of social responsibility. It places priority on social
ethics as opposed to individual ethics. Social ethics
refers to such things as helping minority groups,
protecting the quality of the enviornment, and
maintaining humanitarian foreign policy; individual

systems do this they will in fact be providing the
context in which the moral values the public seems
to be calling for can be effectively taught. The
model outlined in this paper is presented as a way
for educators to respond to this vital opportunity.
Lasting and effective social responsibility, it seems,
depends on the vitality of personal consciencepersonal responsibility-which divine standards
encourage.

Fundamental Principles Are Necessary

"

'

ethics has reference to an individual s actions to-

wards others-honesty, obedience to law, personal
responsibility, and the like.
Recently a major study on the sources of
ethical

attitudes

in the United States was com-

pleted by a team of researchers at Stanford Univer-

sity. 15 After several years of research the authors
introduced their report of findings with this statement:
This study will show that society in the
United States ignores individual ethical instruc"

tion. ... It is the authors' belief that the United

States-especially in this century-has emphasized
the importance of social ethics at the expense of

Historians have observed that every nation is
founded on certain premises which are articulated

through the documents and institutions of that
society. Whenever a nation departs significantly
from the original premises upon which it is founded, it begins to decompose and eventually is
overthrown or self-destructs.

Those who framed the Constitution of the

United States foresaw the enduring benefit of
fundamental ideals. They shared the belief that
frequent recurrence to fundamental principles is
essential to the security of individual rights and the
perpetuity of free government. 18 An effective
moral education approach depends on a framework
of mutually accepted standards. The traditional
American ideals provide an adequate set of standards upon which to develop appropriate moral
education programs in a pluralistic society. But the
context which preserves these ideals must be
"

"

retained

in

order for the standards

to

remain

functional.

individual ethics."16

Part of the task associated with the foregoing
project was a review of research on the ethical
content of school curriculum materials. These various studies revealed a marked decline in moral

The Controlling Influence-Life-Style
Thus far we have briefly discussed moral
how we acquire moral values, and the

concern as part of the curriculum. Some contem-

capacity

porary students of curriculum materials claim that
morally oriented material has not only been
depleted, but immoral material has been subtly

role of universal and cultural desires. At least one

,

other realm needs consideration before administra-

introduced.

tive and instructional policies can be created. This
is the realm of life-style controls. Standards exist in

An extensive analysis by another research
center of materials related to this problem of moral

race as a whole. These individual controls need to

erosion

in

curricular

materials concludes

,

"The

individuals as well as in cultures and in the human

be understood before intelligent action can be

philosophical pendulum in educational institutions
has swung from the optimistic rational, and idealistic views of the Founding Fathers to almost the
opposite extreme. 17 It is the increasing denial of
traditional American ideals that appears to have

taken in moral and values instruction.

weakened the

moral foundations of educational

helpful to think through the implications of this

institutions. The proposal stressed in this monograph is based on the premise that these ideals can

shape a person s life-style. Most people are prob-

,

"

Values as such can be amoral and immoral as

well as moral. Consequently educational systems
,

can be fashioned which tie into and serve amoral

and immoral life-styles. In order to avoid this it is

issue by recognizing four dominating forces that
'
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ably a mix of these four but one of the four
,

usually exerts a dominating influence over a
person s life. One might categorize these influences
as physical intellectual, moral, and spiritual.
Physical or Animal Level. Living at the animal
level makes one a prisoner of his physical appetites.
At this level almost everything is done in subjection to selfish, carnal desires or impulses. The
bodily appetites dominate the intellect. One's perspective is controlled by his physical needs desires,
and appetites. This is the law of the jungle. Might
makes right.
Intellectual Level. The adage "mind over
matter
is an expression of letting the intellectual
desires we have take precedence over our physical
impulses. It is possible for man to govern his
physical being and direct its action to serve the
powers and interests of his intellect. The mind can
control the body. This is higher and more versatile
than animal existence, but it may occur without
producing a way of living in accord with right
instead of wrong and good instead of evil. Pure
'

,

spiritual castles cannot be constructed unless they
are fashioned on the footings of morality. This

subject demands a treatment of its own and is not
prerequisite to the use of the model under discussion. It is more in the realm of religion, with the
ordinances and authority contained therein.

Public School Policies

,

"

selfishness is not ruled out. Everyone can still be a
law unto themselves. Intellectually ruling one's
body is not morality; it is only a prerequisite step
in that direction.

Moral Level. Moving into a moral context
demands a greater discipline. Mere intellectual control of the physical body is not enough. The moral
life requires that both the intellectual and the
physical capacities of man be subjected to rules or
principles which protect the rights and welfare of
others as well as self. Moral conduct requires a

disposition to identify and choose right over wrong
and good rather than evil in relation to one s
actions and volitions. This is moral perspective. It
is a matter of bringing the body and intellect under
the control of principles that preserve not only self
but others, sometimes at the expense or sacrifice of
some personal physical and intellectual desires.
'

Moral perspective works because it creates an
environment or order that preserves individual
rights on a higher level than can be maintained by
either physical or intellectual desires alone. Moral
perspective is based on the idea of brotherhood. It
requires that the dignity and the worth of each
individual be considered equally in evaluating
human action and purposes. The American ideal
rests on a moral foundation. The Constitution will

work only on this premise and in this context.

Spiritual Level. Spirituality, the highest and
most

refined

level

of

life,

is the awareness of

victory over self and the feeling of communion
with the infinite.19 This station of life cannot be

arrived at without moral preparation. Spirituality
lifts man onto the field of pure freedom. But

The purpose of this outline does not lend
itself to including all the rationale behind the
model presented. Some of the conclusions, therefore, may not be neatly tied to all the available
data. Nevertheless, their potential for validity
should be somewhat self-evident.

The major thrust of the model is to create a
foundation

for

administrative

and

instructional

policies that would register integrity. The strategy
is integrity-a school system should operate on
policies that ring true, independently and collectively. Weakness, ineffectiveness, and confusion are
the by-products of hypocrisy and inconsistency in
moral education procedures and programs. Unity is
essential. It provides strength and stability for the
program and elicites confidence and support from
the patrons.

Administrative Policy
The research associated with values acquisition conclusively demonstrates the powerful influence of modeling. Therefore, the most effective
educational system will be a model of the morality
it desires the students to acquire. This is the
essence of integrity-freedom from guile. This suggests three operational policies with grass roots
impact-where the rubber hits the road so to
speak.
,

1

.

Hire teachers that are models of the moral

virtues you feel your students should acquire.
This is a crucial practice and may not be as
easy to do as it once was, but it is fundamental.

No other functions or combinations of

functions can compensate for failure in this
area.

2

.

Establish and enforce institutional policies
'

consistent with the community s ideals not
,

its practices. The definition of community
here begins with the national heritage and
includes the local community standards. It is
sad but probably true that when the local
communities

'

ideals

sink

below

those

es-

poused by our American heritage the school's
role will be negatively affected. But this
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should not lead to pessimism at the moment

supreme power

.

their experience (5) an understanding of the

most of America's communities The problem

purpose of life, and (6) a continuation of
existence in harmony with the American heritage as envisioned by the Founding Fathers.

,

.

facing educators is to identify these ideals
inculcate them in their administrative policies
and secure community support in their enforcement. Too often vocal minorities (frequently in the form of federal regulations)
succeed in pressuring school personnel into
adopting community practices or professional
fads rather than community ideals as the
standards by which they run their schools

,

,

2.

.

,

does not prohibit Americans from being honest virtuous, temperate, patient, kind, unself,

ish, considerate grateful, helpful, trustworthy and responsible. Almost all communi,

"

that moral values derive their source from

,

human experience"; that "ethics is autonomous and situational, needing no theological
or ideological sanction ; or that "the human

ty ideals condone just such actions These
higher ideals should be perpetuated in the
policies and practices of the school as an
institution; otherwise the school may find
.

"

species is an emergence from natural evolutionary forces"; or that "the total personality

,

itself promoting or succumbing to passing

is a function of the biological organism transacting in a social and cultural context ; or

social fashions and practices which may be in

"

contradiction to such ideals

.

.

Avoid emphasizing simulation and promote
contextual legitimacy in school curriculum
and practices. Because a person s commitment

that "no diety will save us; we must save

(investment) in situations can be tentative and
below the threshold of significance as far as
impacting on values is concerned simulation
is nearly useless when it comes to moral

cism

20 is just as serious an encroach
ment on our freedom as permitting Catholi"

ourselves

'

education. The school as an institution is in

,

ism as a religion as well as sectarianism, must
be kept out of the curriculum.
Let the processes in the human learning mech,

3.

one sense already a simulation experience for
students. Filling the students experience with
curriculum that is also mostly simulation just
waters down the impact, especially in the area

anism remain under the student s control and

of moral

fa)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
The

'

Much of the so-called
values
clarification and
moral development

education.
,

,

values analysis material falls into this cate-

gory. Administrative policy should invoke and
sustain

clearly

defined

moral

ideals with

which students will come in contact as participants in the school program.

Instructional Policy

When it comes to selecting curriculum and
teaching moral values, the model also suggests
some important guidelines.
.

-

Judaism, Mormonism, or any other sect
to shape and control the curriculum. Secular-

,

1

Use curriculum consistent with the national

heritage. This means a rejection of textbooks,
outlines, and philosophies that supplant the
moral ideals of the past with propositions that
demand a rejection of these ideals. For example, using the public school to teach students
that "traditional theism, especially faith in
the prayer-hearing God assumed to love and
care for persons, to hear and understand their
prayers, and be able to do something about
them is an unproved and outmoded faith"; or

One must remember that the Constitution

3

(4) a moral interpretation of

,

The foundation for high ideals still resides in

Respond to student desires in terms of the
universal and cultural standards. Schools will

be most effective in moral education when

they help students pursue (1) happiness (2)
success, (3) security through acknowledging a
,

'

under the influence of his home and church.

This means the school should teach the legitimized curriculum and let the student-

Discern meaning.
Determine personal responsibility.
Commit personal investment.
Express commitment in action.
Evaluate performance consequences.
agency of the individual must be hon-

ored. In the final analysis, values are created

by the individual's free expression of his
desires. This agency of choice is fundamental
to developing morally mature individuals who
are capable of governing themselves. All of
this can be a natural consequence of participating in the everyday life of the educational
institution. This does not mean that the stu-

dent is free from control. Quite the opposite.
The school as an institution can represent in
reality and legitimacy a model of the ideals
associated with the American heritage. The
standards

can

be definite, the rewards and

punishments real, and the student should not
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be allowed to escape this reality. To the
extent that his home and church espouse
ideals consistent with the national heritage

alized character. The school environment,
however, would unmistakably sustain the
Constitution and the life-style inherent in the

his socialization will be accelerated and his

philosophy out of which it was created.

,

acquisition of those universal desires optimized.

To the extent

he chooses to rebel

against these standards he must be allowed

Choosing the Right Vehicle-A Postscript

the opportunity to reap the consequences. His
*
"

rights can be preserved only by preserving the
rights of others.

4

Pursue objectives consonant with those the
Constitution seeks to promote and preserve.
(See page 13.) Self-respect, self-discipline, and
self-reliance, which lead to growth and selfdevelopment, were inherent aims of those
who founded and shaped the establishment of
this nation. These same purposes will characterize school programs that are supportive of

.

the national ideals.

Five Outcomes of Adopting This Model

Education is a series of services involving the
transportation of ideas. The selection of appropriate vehicles to accomplish this task is important. In
the area of moral and values education some social

commentators and researchers claim we are using

an obsolete horse and buggy approach.21 Few
would disagree that improvement in this area is
desirable and possible. However, the transition
some are recommending is that we must not only
let loose of the reins, but jump in the cockpit of a
jet airliner, which they say will fly itself if we just
push a few buttons on that complex instrument
panel. I for one do not feel very comfortable, safe,
or confident with such instructions, especially
when they claim there is no need for a flight plan.
Better, it seems, for us to use a less sensational

Models always seem to be somewhat abstract
and theoretical. When pushed to its practical application, the foregoing strategy would result in
operational consequences such as these:
1

No moral or values education classes as such

.

would appear on class schedules. Moral princi-

ples would be the basis of operating the
school, and these principles would be espoused in the subject matter of the general
curriculum.

2

No special curriculum would be written under
the title of moral or values education courses,

.

units,

or

lessons.

Curricular

materials that

sustained the desired ideals would be selected
and used.
3

School

.

districts would seek to hire certain

types of personnel, would avoid hiring some
personnel, and might dismiss others in appropriate circumstances.
4

.

An essential consensus of the community

,

local
staff

board of education
,

,

the

the professional

and the student body regarding funda-

mental ideals would be actively cultivated and
maintained.
5

.

The general

curriculum

would probably

undergo consolidation rather than continued
expansion. The role of the school would be
carefully delimited with emphasis on provid,

ing basic information and skill acquisition
leaving primary responsibility with the home

,

and church to shape the unique and individu-

vehicle in a correct way at the right time. More
than likely this would make the trip much more

enjoyable and productive and significantly less
dangerous.
My preference (and I think history testifies in
favor of this) is that we should preserve the best of
what we are now doing and move forward on solid
ground over tested routes that will carry us to
definite and predetermined destinations. My sug-

gestion is that for the present we try traveling by
train, resisting both the fear that would force us to
foot-slog and the impetuous impulse that would
cause us to fly beyond the mark. It appears that
most of the popular proposals for moral education
in America's schools have developed out of a
utilitarian philosophy that denies the existence of
divine standards. These proposals are welcomed by
those who feel an affinity with the liberal slope of
the dividing society where expediency and the
situational ethic prevails.
The thesis of this monograph is that the
proper preservation and improvement of our public
school system can be a key element in the social
structure of an attractive, moral community. The
moral and values education model outlined herein

is an attempt to map out a strategy for accomplish-

ing this objective. It is extended in behalf of those
whose desires will cause them to cluster in com-

munities on the slope of our dividing society where
morality rules and reigns.

o
CM

Moral and Values Educational Model

Teaching

(1)

Teacher responds to student desires consistent with

(2)

Teacher presents information in context consistent
with American heritage ideals.
a
Student discerns meaning.
b
Student determines personal responsibility.

maturation and capacity.

Moral & Values
Education

Model

.

.

c

Public School Policies

(Integrity strategy)

Administrative (modeling)

.

d
e

(1) Hire the caliber of personnel that patrons want students to become.
(2) Establish-enforce policies consistent with community ideals.
(3) Avoid simulation and promote contextual legitimacy.

.

.

Student commits personal investment.
Student expresses commitment in action.

Student evaluates performance consequences.

Life-Style Controls
PHYSICAL

MENTAL

(Influences & standards)

Value Acquisition

Cultural Expressions

Universal Expressions

Human Desires

(Universal & cultural)

SPIRITUAL

MORAL

Varies according to locality - e g
.

(1) Happiness
(2) Success

(4) Moral interpretation of experience
(5) Understanding purpose of life

(3) Supreme Being

(6) Continuation of existence

DESIRE

KNOWLEDGE

(Moral learning process)

.

(1) Hindu

(3) Oriental

(2) Christian

(4) Aboriginal
(5) American Ideal

WILLPOWER

INVESTMENT

(Choosing)

(Commitment)
-

-

RESPONSIBILITY

CHARACTER

(Consistency)

Disposition: The in
clination created by
'

one

s desires

Tentative

Significant

Moral Maturation

(Functional capacity)

Birth-Age 8

Age 8-Puberty

Puberty-

Basic Guideline

Adulthood

(Not behavior)
(Authority figures)

(Rules)

(Principles)
Actions / Intentions
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Rating School Policies and Practices on Moral Issues

The twelve descriptive statements below may be used to begin assessing the status of your school or
school district on issues related to moral education. They are intended as examples only. Individuals or

groups may choose to add issues of their own. When plotted on the scale (following page), the responses
form an interesting profile for discussion.
Item
1

Hires teachers that are models of the moral virtues you feel your students should acquire.

.

2

Establishes and enforces institutional policies consistent with the community's ideals (not necessarily

.

its practices).

Utilizes curriculum that emphasizes real, legitimate experiences and avoids simulation and value-free

3

.

mental exercises.

4

Exerts primary emphasis on basic skill and knowledge acquisition rather than on providing a wide
variety of experiences designed to meet the full range of human needs.

.

5

Stresses familiarity with the American heritage values in a context of respect and endorsement.

.

Relates with the student in such a way that the learning mechanism remains under the student's

6

.

control and under the proper influence of his home and church.

7

Pursues educational aims consistent with those the Constitution seeks to promote and preserve (i.e.,
freedom to act, self-identity, self-discipline, mutual respect, self-development, personal responsibility,

.

and self-reliance).

8

.

9

.

Avoids special courses, curriculum, and instructors for teaching only moral or values education.

Emphasizes particular moral principles in appropriate contexts in all classes and circumstances.

10.

Continuously seeks community input, support, and constructive criticism in some organized manner.

11.

Avoids educational fads and excessive experimentation.

12.

Resists contracts agreements, and subsidies from agencies that remove control from the local patrons
,

and place it in the hands of other groups or agencies

.
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PROFILE SCALE

(Rating school policies and practices on moral issues)

EXHIBITS POSITIVE POSTION
Item

fi

2

I

FAVORS NEUTRALITY EXHIBITS NEGATIVE POSITION

23456789
,

»

.

9

-

3

4

5

S

7

8

9

10

II

12

GO

Assessing Different Approaches to Moral Education

Name the approach

List assumptions used about how
people acquire moral values

Identity assumptions used
regarding the role of the
school in helping students
acquire moral values

(Descriptive title)

(Descriptive title)

(Descriptive title)

Specific program
requirements

Costs

FOOTNOTES
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